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Abstract 
We consider the problem of uniformly sampling a 

vertex of a transportation polytope with m sources 

and II destinations, where m is a constant. We 

analyse a natural random walk on the edge-vertex 

graph of the polytope. The analysis makes use 

of the multi-commodity flow technique of Sin

clair [20] together with ideas developed by Mor

ris and Sinclair [15, 16] for the knapsack prob

lem, and Cryan et al [2] for contingency tables, to 

establish that the random walk approaches the 
uniform distribution in time nO(rn

2
). 

1 Introduction 
In this paper we study the mixing time behaviour 

of a natural random walk on the edge-vertex graph 

of a transportation pol,ytope. We are able to show 

that this walk converges to the uniform distribu
tion on the vertex set in time nO(m

2
) whenever 

the number of sources Tn is a constant. As far 

as we are aware, this is the first result proving 

rapid mixing of a random walk on the graph of 
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any non-trivial class of polytopes. Very little is 

known about the mixing times of random walks 
on polytope graphs in general. In fact, it is not 

even known whether the diameter of the graph 

is polynomially bounded in the dimension and 

number offacets ofthe polytope. (See Kalai [11] 

and Ziegler [21].) In consequence, Markov chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) has not been well explored 

as a means of sampling, or approximately count

ing, vertices of general polytopes. Even for spe

cial classes of polytopes, such as arbitrary trans

portation polytopes, approximate counting algo

rithms are not known to exist, either by MCMC 

or by other means (see, for example, Pak [18]). 

In fact, the only previous mixing results known 

are for very special, and highly symmetric poly

topes, such as the n-cube [4] and the Birkhoff 

polytope [17]. 

Our approach is inspired by that of Cryan, Dyer, 

Goldberg, Jerrum and Martin [2] for sampling 

contingency tables. This was itself based on the 

"balanced permutation" ideas of Morris and Sin

clair [15, 16] for the knapsack problem. How
ever, following the line of proof given in [2], and 

using the rn-dimensional balanced permutations 

of [15], leads inevitably to a mixing time bound 
of n 20(m). To obtain our improvement in the ex

ponent, from exponential to polynomial, it is nec

essary to sharpen the tools of [15, 16] using the 

special structure of the problem at hand. Our 



improvement then results principally from the 

fact that we can prove that a strongly O(m2 )

balanced nO(m
2
'-uniform permutation exists for 

this problem. Note that it is unknown whether a 

strongly-balanced almost-uniform permutation ex

ists for an arbitrary set of m-dimensional vec

tors. (See [15J for further information.) 

2 Background 
The transportation problem (TP) is the combi

natorial optimization problem of assigning ship

ments of some commodity from sources to des

tinations so that the transportation cost is mini

mized. We are given a list of m sources and a list 

l' = (rl,"" 1'm) of the quantities at each source 
(1'; is the quantity at source i). We are given a 

list of n destinations and a list c = (Cl,' .. ,en) of 

the quantities required at each destination (Cj 
units are required at destination j). Without 

loss of generality, we will assume that 'L~l T'; = 
'L;'=l Cj, so that demand exactly matches supply. 

We will let the total number of units be denoted 

by N 'L7~1 ri. We are also given transporta

tion costs t; for i E [mJ, j E [n], where t i denotes 
J 

the cost of shipping one unit from source i to des-

tination j. (We use the notation ti, to denote the 
J 

i, j element of a matrix.) 

We will often represent an assignment to the vari

ables of the transportation problem by a m x n

dimensional table X, and write Xj to denote the 
j -th column of X. 

For integers p ::; q, let [p, q] denote the set of in

tegers {p, ... , q}. Also [p] denotes [1, p] for p > 0. 

A feasible solution to the TP is a set of real num

bers {XJ : i E [m],j E [n]} satisfying the set of 
equations (1)-(3): 

Ai 
of j > ° for alIi E [mJ,j E [n] (1) 

n 

LX} = ri for all i E [m] (2) 
j=l 

2 

m 

L xj = Cj for allj E [n] (3) 
;=1 

Each feasible solution corresponds to a possible 

way of shipping units from suppliers to consumers 

subject to the given constraints on supply and 

demand. The set of feasible solutions, the feasi

ble region is a convex polytope P(r', c) in ]Rmn. We 

call P(r', c) a transportation polytope. The TP is 

to find X E Per, c) minimizing'" 'E[ .] , [ ] {i.Xi L.,.! m ,JE n J J' 

Given a list of integer row sums and column sums, 

a contingency table is any m x n matrix of non

negative integers with the given row and column 

sums. Therefore the set of integer feasible so

lutions to the TP corresponds exactly to the set 

of contingency tables with row sums (1'1, ... , r'm ) 

and column sums (el' ... ,en) [3J. The problem of 

generating contingency tables almost uniformly 

at random has been studied, for example, by Dyer, 

Kannan and Mount [9], Dyer and Greenhill [81, 

Morris [14J and Cryan et al. [2]. In particular, it 

was shown in [2J that a 2 x 2 "heat-bath" Markov 

chain is rapidly mixing when the number of rows 

is constant. 

We note (see, for example, Dyer, Kannan and 

Mount [9]) that peT, e) may be represented as the 

set of points {XJ : i E [111 - 1], j E [n - I]} satisfy

ing 

L XJ 
jE[n-l] 

L Xj 
iE[m"':'l] 

L xj 
iE[m-l], 
jE[n-l] 

> 

< 

< 

> 

0, (i E [m - 1], j E [II 1])(4) 

1'i, (i E [III - 1]) (5) 

Cj, (j E [1/ - 1]) (6) 

N 1"111 en (7) 

The minimum cost for a TP is always attained 

at a vertex. Therefore counting and enumerat

ing the vertices of transportation polytopes is of 

interest. Some results on the complexity of enu

merating the vertices of a polytope appeared in 



Dyer [7], where it was shown to be #P-complete 

to count exactly the number of vertices of a 2 x 

n transportation poly tope, 1 and that it is NP

complete to decide if a 2 x n transportation poly

tope is degenerate. 

In this paper we consider the problem of sam

pling the vertices of P(r, c) almost uniformly at 

random, when the number of sources m is a con

stant. We define a Markov chain W on the set 

!1 of all vertices of P(1', c) and prove it is rapidly 

mixing. 

Our chain W is a random walk on the edge-vertex 

graph G(W) of the polytope P(r, c). This graph is 

sometimes called the sheleton of the transporta

tion polytope. By Lemma 2 below, we know that 

any vertex Z, of P(r, c) has at most dm incident 

edges, where dill = llllcm
-

1n lnJ is polynomially 

bounded in II. A single step of our Markov chain 

is performed as follows: if Z is the current ver

tex, we walk along any incident edge of Z with 

probability 1/2dll1 • If deg(Z) denotes the ver

tex degree of Z in G(W), then the probability 

of remaining atZ is 1 - deg(Z)/2dl1l> which is 

at least 1/2. A well-known result of Balinski [1] 

states that the edge-vertex graph of any convex 

polytope of dimension k is k-connected. Thus, 

since G(1\,) is connected, W is ergodic. Also, for 

any two vertices Z, 11" of P(r,c), Prw[Z, H'] = 

Prw[w' ZJ, so the chain converges to the uniform 

distribution on n. Observe that all "null" steps 

at where VV remains at Z, can be simulated 

by updating the clock with a single geometrically 

distributed random variable, and then moving to 

a neighbour of Z chosen uniformly at random, 

provided that the end time has not been reached. 

We will show that W is rapidly mixing by first 

showing that a "heat bath chain", which can make 

much larger changes, mixes rapidly. This chain, 

1 In fact 171 only claims NP-hardness, but the proof estab
lishes #P-completeness. 
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.lvtHB, is described in section 4 below, and anal

ysed in sections 5-6. Subsequently, in section 7, 

we use the comparison technique ofDiaconis and 

Saloff-Coste [5] (see also Randall and Tetali [19]) 

to lift the mixing result from MHB to W. Fi

nally, in section 8, we outline how sampling can 

be used to count approximately the number of 

vertices of a transportation polytope. 

3 Preliminaries 
For basic information about polytopes we refer 

the reader to Ziegler [21], and for specific details 

about transportation polytopes to Klee and Witz

gall [12]. In particular, it is shown in [12] that 

P(r, c) has dimension (m - I)(n 1), so that the 

representation (4)-(7) is full-dimensionaL 

The following (see also Hadley [10]) is proved. 

Lemma 1 [f(rl,"" rm) and (CI l ···, cn) are lists 
of positive values such that r, ",n • wj=1 Cj, 

then no vertex of P(r, c) has more than n + m -

1 non-zero coordinates. A non-degenerate vertex 

has exactly n + m - 1 non-zero coordinates. Any 

(m - I)(n - I)-dimensional transportation poly

tope has at most mIn! vertices. Another upper 

bound for the number of vertices is (em)n+m-I. 

o 

We note that any point of P(r, c) must have at 

least n non-zero coordinates, and therefore any 

vertex has between nand n + m 1 (inclusive) 

non-zero coordinates. IfP(r, c) is non-degenerate, 

then every vertex will have n + m 1 non-zero 

coordinates. If Z is any vertex of P (r , c) , let T z :;:::; 

{j : Zj has more than one non-zero}. Then /Tz/ :s 
m 1. If Z has n + m - 1 q non-zero coordinates 

in total (0 :s q :s m 1), we will say it has degen

eracy q. We will sometimes refer to co-ordinates 

as cells. 



Lemma 2 A vertex of per, c) has at least (m -

1)(n-1), and less than mem - 1 n T1
\ incident edges. 

Proof: The lower bound comes from the non

degenerate case, noting that such a vertex is the 

intersection of exactly (m l)(n 1) facets. 

For the upper bound, suppose we perturb Per, c), 

using the procedure described in Hadley [10]. We 

obtain the non-degenerate transportation poly

tope P(r+a,c+m€tn ), where t is the m-vectorof 

1's, tn is the nth unit vector and c is small. Any 

vertex v ofP(r, c) with degeneracy q is perturbed 
to a set of at most ((m-l)(;-l)+q) vertices, since 

some set of q zero coordinates of v will become 
non-zero in the perturbation. Since ((m-l)(;-l)+q) 

increases with q this is at most ((m-l)n) < (en)m-l. , m-l 

Each perturbed vertex is incident to exactly (m-

l)(n 1) edges. Hence v is incident to at most 
(en)m-l x (m - l)(n 1) < me",-lnm edges. 0 

4 The heat-bath chain 
We now define an auxiliary "heat-bath" Markov 

chain AhIB, which operates on a bm -sized win

dow of the table representing the current vertex 

Z, where bm = 94m2 . A single step of ~\ltHB is 

performed as follows: a set of columns B ~ [nJ, 
with IBI = bIn, is chosen uniformly at random, 

subject to Tz ~ B. Then Z is replaced by a ver

tex W chosen uniformly at random from all ver

tices which can be obtained from Z by modifying 

only the columns (j E B). 

We know that ivlHB is ergodic, since it includes 

all moves of )IV, and therefore it converges to a 

stationary distribution tv on O. By definition, 

PrMHB[Z -+ Hi] = PrMHB[W -+ Zl for any two 
vertices Z, TV. Therefore the stationary distri

bution tv is the uniform distribution on O. 

To show rapid mixing of MHB in section 6, we 

will use the multicommodity flow approach of Sin

clair [20] (see also Diaconis and Stroock [6]), to-
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gether with a construction based on ideas ofMor

ris and Sinclair [16] which we develop in sec

tion 5 below. For any Markov chain ./\11 on the 

state space 0, a multicommodity flow is defined 

on the underlying graph G(j\ll) ofthe chain M. 

The vertex set is 0, and there is an edge (u -+ v) 

for every pair of states such that PrM [It -+ v 1 > 0 

in M. For x,y E 0, a unit flow from x to y 

is a set Px,y of simple directed paths in G(M) 

from x to y, such that each path ]J E Pt,y has 
positive weight G p , and the sum of the Up over all 

p E Px,y is 1. A multicommodity flow is a fam

ily of unit flows F = {Pc,y : x,y E n} contain
ing a unit flow for every pair of states from O. 

The length C(n of the multi-commodity flow F 

is C(F) maxx,y maxflpi : p E P",,!I}, where Ipi 
denotes the edge length of ]J. For any edge c 

of G(M), we define F(e) to be the sum of the Gil 

weights over all p such that e E p and p E PX,II 

for some x, yEn. Then we will use the following. 

Theorem 3 (Sinclair [20]) Let P be the transi

tion matrix of an ergodic, reversible Markov chain 

M on 11 whose stationary distribution is the uni

form distribution. Let F be a multicommodity 

flow on the graph G(.\II). Then the mixing time 

of the chain is bounded above by 

r(c:) ::::; 21111- 1 £(F) m(~x Pr VI (log 1~11 + logc:-l) 
o ' 

Finally, in section 7, we apply a comparison tech

nique of Diaconis and Stroock [6] to extend our 

analysis to the random walk W. 

5 Balanced permutations 
Suppose we are given two vertices X, 1- of Per, c), 

so ITx uTyl ::::; 2(m 1). Let T {i: X} = Ij}, 

L = [n] \ (Tx U Ty U T) and e = ILl, Let 1': = 

r'; I:: 'ET Xi = Ti - I:: 'ET 1-)i for 'i E [/11.], 
J J .J, 

For j E L, define the "weight vectors" lI'j = Ij -
Xj E lP.!.nt, and let JL Wj/t with coordi-



nates l1. i (i E [1ft]). By definition, for all j E L, we 

know that both Xj and 1j have exactly one non

zero and it is equal to Cj. Thus each Wj (j E L) 

contains exactly two non-zeros, and these are of 

equal modulus but opposite sign. We partition L 

according to the location of these two non-zeros. 

For each pair of rows i 1= e, define 

Let Ii." = lSi';' I, and let Jli,;' = LiES, WJ!£i,i' 

be the mean over SI,i' of the weights'i'n row i. 

Note that 11i,i' = -Iti',! for all i,i' E [m]. 

We use a result from [15] (see also [16]) to help 

us define a suitable random permutation ai,;' on 

each of the Si,i' sets. 

Lemma 4 (Morris [15]) Suppose we are given 

real weights {wi with total TV = 2::;=1 Wj. 

Let JI = I I. Suppose that Ill!1 ~ 21M. 

Then there is a random permutation 7r} of [s] that 

satisfies the following two conditions: For some 

universal constant C > 1, and each 1 ::; k ::; s, 

(i) lIlill {O, W} 

(ii) tnr every U 

1'1[" d 1: ... ) /.:} 

l w"J(j) ::; max{TV, OJ; 

with lUI = k, 

::; CS2 W- 1
• 

We S(I," 711 is a O-balanced Cs2 -uniform permuta

~n 0 

From this we will deduce a statement more con

venient for our application (cf Morris [15, eh. 3]). 

Let C be the constant from Lemma 4. 

Lemma 5 Let {wi }.f=l be a set of real numbers 

with mean II. LJ=I Wj/s. Then there exists a 

random permutation 7r of [s] such that, for each 

1::; " ::; .~, there are sets Dl,D2 with IDII, ID21 ::; 
42 sa tisfying 

(i) il';r(Jl :s J,p., L W71'(j) ~ kIt. 
jE[k]ffiD 2 
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(ii) for every U ~ [s] with lUI 
Pr[7r{l, ... ,k} = U]::; 

We call 7r a strongly 42-balanced Cs23 -uniform 

permutation. (Strong balance means that the sign 

of LjE[kj (W71'(j) - Jl) can be altered by exchanging 

constantly many weights.} 

Proof: Assume, by symmetry, that Jl ~ O. 

(i) If s ::; 42 let 7r be a random permutation of [s], 
Dl = [k] and D2 = [5] \ [k]. Otherwise, let Q con
tain the indices ofthe 21 columns for which (Wj

Jl) is greatest and R contain the indices of the 21 

columns for which (Wj Jl) is smallest. There are 

two cases: 

(a) first suppose - LjER(Wj-Jl) ~ 2:: jEQ (Wj-Jl). 

Then let the set {Wll'(j) : j E [5 - 20,5]} contain 

the values Wj for j E R. 

We will apply Lemma 4 to the set of weights 

{Wj -It} j\f.R to construct our permutation 1f. Note 

that vV = Ljf,tR(Wj 11,) = - LjER(Wj - /1.) ~ 
2:: jEQ (Wj - Jl). For every j <I. Q U R, we have 

211wj-JlI ::; TV. For now, assume that 211wj-JlI ::; 

TV for j E Q, so that we have TV ~ 21M. (We will 

show how to remove this assumption below). 

We have already constructed 1f for j E [3 20,5]. 

Let 7r be the permutation of Lemma 4 on [3 - 21]. 

If k ::; 21, take Dl [k], Dz = 0. If 21 < k ::; 

3 - 21, property (i) of 7rl gives 

/, s-21 

o < L(W71'U) - Jl) < L (Wll'(j) Jl) 
)=1 j=1 

s 

- L (W71'(jJ Jl). 
j=8-20 

We immediately have L~=l w71'(j) ~ kJl, so we 
can take D2 0. Also, since the above inequali

ties are true for all k ::; s - 21, we have 

k-21 s 

L (W71'(j) -11) + L (w".(j) 
j=! j=8-20 



Then, setting Dl = [k-20,kJU[s-20,s], we have 

EjE[k]EfJD1 wrr(j) ::; kIL· 

If k > s 21, the conclusion follows easily from 

8-21 s 

L (wrr(j) - IL) ~ 0, L(w7T (j) - IL) = 0, 
j=I j=1 

Note that IDII,ID21 ::; 21, expect for DI when 
21 < k ::; s - 21 (then IDII ::; 42). We now 
show how to deal with the possibility that there 

is some j E Q such that 211wj - ILl > W. When 
we construct the permutation 7fi, we replace the 

weights {Wj - IL}jEQ by {wj - IL}jEQ, where wj = 
EjEQ Wj /21 for all j E Q. Then W does not 
change and the condition 21M::; W is satisfied. 
When 7fl has been constructed we replace the 
dummy weights by the original weights in ran

dom order. Then we need to exchange at most 11 

weights (exchanging some elements of Q for oth

ers) to obtain Dl, D2 sets satisfying condition (i) 

for the original weights. Moreover, for 21 < k ::; 

8-21, we can define DI = [s-20, sJU(Qn[k])U[k-

20+ I {j : j E Qn [k]} I, k] to ensure (i) holds. There

fore we still have IDd, ID21 ::; 42, as claimed. 

(b) Suppose EjER(Wj - IL) < EjEQ(wj - p). 

Let {wrr(j) : j E [8 20, s]} be the set of weights 
{Wj : j E Q}. Then, when we apply Lemma 4 to 

the set of weights {Wj - phE[s]\Q, the total ofthe 
weights HI is negative. Again, assuming for now 

that ITVI ~ 21 maxjE[s]\Q IWj pi, we let 7f be the 
permutation 7fI of Lemma 4 on [s - 21]. 

For k::; 21, we take Dl = 0 and D2 = [8 - 20,s]. 

For 21 < k ::; s 21, we take Dl = 0 and D2 = 
[s-20, s]. The case k > 8-21 is similar to case (a). 

Finally, we treat the possibility that there exists 

j E R with 211wj pi > IlVl in a similar way to 
case (a). 

(ii) If s ::; 42, the property follows from the fact 

that 7f is a random permutation. Otherwise, if 

k ::; 21 or k > s 21, the statement is trivially 

true. In all other cases, property (ii) of 7f1 im-
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plies Pr[7f{I, ... ,k} U]::; C(s 21)2C'~21rl::; 
Cs23m-l. 0 

Remark: It would be possible to improve the 
constants in Lemma 5 by proving it directly, rather 
than starting from Lemma 4. However, we are 

not aiming to optimize the constants. 

We apply the construction of Lemma 5 to each 

ofthe non-empty sets Si,;' separately to produce 

permutations ai,i f • Since the entries in rows i, i' 

are equal and opposite, for any .J ~ Si,i', we have 

EjEJ w} = - EjEJ w}'. Hence wj ~ kILi,;' 

iff EjEJ wj' ::; kILi' ,i. Therefore, to have both in
equalities in the same direction, we need at most 
42 "corrections" in exactly one of the rows. 

We now consider how to interleave the ai,;' to 
produce an overall permutation a of L. For no

tational simplicity, suppose we are interleaving 

q sets of size Vi > 0, 'i E [q], with /) = Vi· 

Let O:i = vd v, so ELI (l; = 1. Consider the fol

lowing algorithm. 

interleave 

kl ) kz, ... ,kg t- O. 

while k = E;=l k; < II do 
ifi* = argmaxf=l(Ojk 1.;;) 

then ki' t- hi' + l. 

We now prove some useful properties of inter

leave. 

Lemma 6 For all k E [0, II], k i ::; fn i/.:l < Vi, 

i E [q], and Ei=l Iki - L1;kl < 2(q 1). 

Proof: First note that r (t;kl ::; IJi. Otherwise 

ra;kl = rVik/vl > Vi, giving k > V, a contradic

tion. 

Let I'i(k) = aik - ki. Note that Efr"" I ~/i = 0, so 
I'i* ~ O. Let primes denote quantities at step 

(k + 1), so 1': = I'i(k + 1). Then 1'; = ~/i + O:i »i 
(i :f- i*), but 1':* = 1'; - (1 - (Ii ) > -l. Since 

l'i(O) = 0 for all i, it follows by induction that 



"liCk) > 1 for all i,l.:. Now ki ~ rO:ikl follows 

immediately. Also, since Li=l "Ii 0 and "fi> 2:: 0, 

" L Ik; - (\',kl 

This at most 2 Li#i* 1 = 2(q 1). o 

We interleave the (Jv according to the procedure 

above to produce the permutation (J. 

Lemma 7 The random permutation (J has the 

following properties. 

(i) For alll.~ E [eJ there exist sets D! (8 = 1,2; i E 

:111]) such that I U::l D!I < 23m2 (8 1,2) 
and 

(ii) For any U <; [tl with lUI = k, Pr[(J{l, ... , k} = 
" 1 

Uj S; CI/,flllH- (1) , for some constant Cm. 

We then say that (J' is a strongly 23m2 -balanced 

CIllPJIIII" -uniform permutation. 

Proof: (i): We prove only the first inequality, 

the other being entirely similar. Suppose the val

ues at step k in interleave are ki,l" and O:i,i' = 
ti,i' If. Define ki,;, to be lkO:i,i' J if flU' 2:: 0, and 

r kn i, i" otherwise. Using Lemma 6, observe that 

1/;;" - I':i,i' I is at most 

- ko:- -, I) !,t 

Let D/ be the set associated with (Ji,i', ki.il such 

that JE[/";,i' jCi)/);i' 'Wrr;i' (j) ~ ki,;1 J-Li,i', and let 1/ 

be the interval [k,* ,'I + 1, I.:i ;1], if p, < ki i', or , , t,t , 

[ki,i' + L kj,ill otherwise. Let Dt = Uil (D~'i' U 

Itoi') , Then, using Lemma 5, 1 U7~1 Dli < 42(';) + 
3('~j) < -!5m:.? 12. Also 

L iI'~(j) S; L 1;:7,;, Jli,i' ~ L k ei,i' Jii,i ' Ie = kJ-Li
. 

jErk]",!); i' i' 
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(ii): Let r* be the random permutation we get 

when we apply interleave to the collection of 

uniform distributions ri,i' on Si,i' for every i, i'. 

Let r represent the uniform distribution on [e]. 
We will first bound Pr[r* {I, ... ,k} = UJ in terms 

of Pr[r{l, ... , k} = U] (= (k)), and then use the 

almost-uniformity of the (Ji,i' to give the result. 

Let Ki,i' be a random variable equal to the num

ber of elements of Si,i' in the prefix r{l, ... ,k}. 

We will show that with high probability K i ,;' is 

not too far from ai,i' k. Precisely, we have 

-2k(log t) 
S; 2e k 

2£-2 

by a single application of the Chemoffbound (see 

McDiarmid [13]. Summing over all k and all i, if 

«(';1) in total), we find that under the uniform 

distribution r, 

(8) 

holds for all k, and all i, if with probability at 

least l-m(m-1)/e. Assume wlogthat e 2:: 14m2, 

therefore (8) holds with probability at least 1/2. 

Let rl be the uniform distribution on the permu

tations that satisfy (8) (for aUk, all i, if). Note the 

probability of any event in rf is at most twice its 

probability in the uniform distribution r. Also, 

since the integer variable K;,;' has maximum prob

ability of taking values {lai,i,kJ, rai,i,kl}, we have 

(a) Pr,' [Ki,i' = qi,;'] 2:: (Jk log £)-1 for 

qi,;' E {l ai,e k J, r 0:;,1' k l} 

N ow we are ready to bound Pr[(J* {I, ... , k} 

U], where U decomposes into Ui,i' with lUi,;' I = 

ki,i" We only need the following (with the bi

nomial coefficient defined (by continuation) for 

non-integer arguments): 



Using (a) and (b) with an application of Lemma 6, 

we find that Prr [Ki,i' = ki,i' 'ii, i'l is 

> (kloge)-m2 /4(II e- 1k i,i'-U i,i'''1-1)/2 
i,i' 

> e-m2 /4 (J,-3rn
2

/2 /2 2 £-2m
2 /2 

So Pr[a* {I, ' .. ,k} = U] ~ 2e2rn2 W. Then apply

ing Lemma 4 to each of the Si.i' , we have 

Pr[a{l, ... ,k} U] ~ 2pm2cm2e23m2/2(!)-1 

and we have CmeI4m2 -uniformity. o 

6 Analysis of the heat bath 
In a similar manner to [2] (see also [16]), we use 

the permutation a constructed by interleave to 

route flow frQm X to Y, by changing X u (") to 

YuCk) for k = 1,2, ... , e. If Z" is any intermediate 

matrix obtained in this way, in general it can

not be completed to a vertex of per, c), Also, our 

"encoding", Z~., for Z" has column X" where Z" 

has Yk and vice versa. Again, Z" cannot be com

pleted to a vertex in generaL But we will show 

that both Zk and Zk are close to vertices ofP(r, c) 

in the following sense, If we delete only a con

stant number of columns from either Zk or Zk, 

then it can be completed to a vertex of Per, c), Z~ 

or Z[ respectively. Moreover, both X and Y can 

be reconstructed from Zf, and using a suit

ably small amount of information, 

Let Ds = U:~l D~ (8 = 1,2). Since XJ, 
all i,j, for each i E [m] we have 

< 
LjE(L\[kJl\D, XJ + yi 

J 

LjEL\((kjE!1Di) X; + LjE[kjEElDi Y} 

LjEL Xj + LjE[k)EElDi w~(j)' 

By Lemma 7, we also have 

< LX; +klL
i 

jEL 

20 for 

LXJ+~L 
jEL jEL 
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which is at most r~. 

Hence, if we delete the columns in D l , Z~, can be 

completed to a vertex of per, c) by setting Zj 

Xj = 1j (j E T), and filling in the columns of 

D1 UTxUTy according (say) to the "northwestern 

corner rule" [10]. The prooffor is identical, by 

interchanging Xj with 1'/ ' w} with -W], Dl with 

D 2 , and using the lower bound in (i) of Lemma 7. 

Now suppose we are given Zf" Z[ and we wish to 
recover X, Y. Let us assume, using the unifor

mity property of a, that we are given U ark]. 
We still need to know the "deleted" columns D1 , 

D 2 , Tx , Ty, but there are at most C:/:,,~)2(m'~1)2 
< n

47m2 ways of selecting these sets. We can 

easily reconstruct both X and Y except for the 

deleted columns. However, there are at most 

47m2 such columns, and X and Yare both ver-
3 2 

tices. Thus there are at most Ct711;J~'fIl-l) < 
m 94m2 ways of completing X and Y, i.e. a con
stant number. So there are at most '/II!Hm2 n 47m" 

ways of augmenting the encoding so that we can 

uniquely identify X and Y from Zf, Z;',. Note 

that Z[ and Z[H differ in at most 94m~ columns, 

justifying the choice of b", above. 

We can now bound the flow through any state 

Z E ft. There are Iftl ways of choosing Z, (Z) 
ways of choosing lUI and m!J4/1!"n47111 " ways of 

specifying the additional information needed to 

uniquely identify X and 1". However, by the 
uniformity of a, Pr(a[k] = U) ~ Cl1IlIIlln2(~)-1. 
Hence the flow through any state may be bounded 

by 

Iftl x (n) X m 94m2 n 47m2 x C. n14m2 (,,)-1 
kink 

= 0(n(llm
2 )l ft l· 

We can now use the "flow spreading" device from [2] 

and Theorem 3 to conclude that 

< 41ftl- 1 .c(F)0(nG1m2
) 1f1I(log Inl + log£-l) 

0(n62m2) lOgE-I, (9) 



on noting that C(:F) ::; n, and Inl < (n+~-l) < 
(em)n+m-I. 

7 Analysis of the random walk 
We now show that the natural random walk W 

defined in section 2 is rapidly mixing. We prove 

this using the comparison theorem of Diaconis 

and Sal off-Coste [5]. For a Markov chain M on a 

state space n, let ker(,;\!t) denote the set of pairs 

(X,1") E n2 such that PrM[X -+ Yj > O. 

Theorem 8 (Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [5]) 
Let n be a set of discrete structures. Let M and 

A1' be two ergodic and reversible Markov chains 

which both converge to the uniform distribution 

on n. Suppose the mixing time of M is bounded 

above by TM(c), 

Suppose we are given a set P {PX,y: (X, Y) E 

ker(;VI)} containing a canonical path PX,y con

necting X to Y on G (. VI'), for every pair of states 

(X, 1') E ker(,;VI). For (Z, TV) E ker(JW), define 

Az.w l'r"",(Z,IF) 

(X,nEker(M) 
(7.,ll')El'x.y 

Then the mixing time T.'vt' (t:) is 

()(T.Vl(()Iog(I!~1) max Azw). 
(;0, IF)Eker(M') , 

We now use Theorem 8 to bound the mixing time 

of W in terms of the mixing time of M HE. 

We construct a canonical path PX,Y on G(W) for 

every pair of vertices (X, Y) E ker(J\!tIIB). Re

call that by our definition of .A-tHE in Section 4, 

for any pair (X,1") E ker{MHB), there exists a 

set .7X.1' of at most bm columns such that j E 

.Ix,)' iff either Xi :j:. 1') or j E Tx U Ty . Let 

b IJx .1' i· Let .Y be the table consisting of the 

columns Xj for .i E .7x,y, and let 17 be the ta

ble consisting of the columns 1j for j E .Ix,y. 

For every i E [1/1], let Si be the source quan

tity for the ith row of . By definition of J X,I', 
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Si is also the source quantity for the ith row of 

17. Let P(s,e) be the (m -I)(b I)-dimensional 

transportation polytope with source quantities 

Si for i E [m] and destination quantities Cj for 

j E Jx,Y. X and Yare both vertices ofP(s,e). 

By Lemma 1, there are at most m!b! vertices of 

the (m-I)(b-l)-dimensional transportation poly

tope P(s,e). Also by definition of Jx .I' (if j ¢ 
.Ix,I', then Xj has exactly one non-zero cell) any 

point Z inside pes, e) is a vertex of pes, c) iff the 

point Z defined by 

Zj ifj E Jx,y 

Xj if j ¢ .Ix,I' 

is a vertex ofthe original transportation polytope 

Per, e) (see, for example, Hadley [10)). 

It is a result of Balinski [1] that the connectivity 

of the edge-vertex graph of a polytope is equal to 

its dimension. Therefore there is a path X(O) = 

.Y, XCI), ... , xce - 1), xce) = Y connecting X to 

17 on the edge-vertex graph of the Cm - I)(b -

I)-dimensional transportation polytope. We use 

this path to define a sequence of points XeO) = 

X,X(I), ... ,X(i), ... ,X(e) = Y in the original 

polytope P(r,e). For every i E [iJ, XCi) is the 

table consisting of the columns Xj for j ¢ Jx,Y 

and the columns X(i)j for j E Jx,Y' Also, XCi) 
is a vertex of P(r', c) for every i E [i] and also 

(XCi 1), XCi)) is an edge of Per, c) for every 

i E [e] (see Hadley [10]). Therefore the path PX,I' 

given by X(O) = X, X(I), ... , XCi) Y is a path 

of length at most m!bm ! (see Lemma 1) in the 

edge-vertex graph G (W). 

Let P {pX,y : X, Y E ker(MHB)}. Now we 

show that this set of canonical paths does not 

overload any edge (Z, W) of G(W). Partition the 

elements (X, Y) of ker(MHB) according to the 

set B of bm columns used to move from X to Y. 

We will write (X, Y) E MHB(B) if (X, Y) is an 

element of ker( .. A.1HB) and X and Y differ only 



on the columns in B. Then we find that Az W is , 
at most 

Prw(Z,W) 
BC[n], (X,Y)Eker(MHB(B» 
IBI=bm (Z,W)Epx,Y 

which is at most 

Prwlz,w) L L (m!brn!)PrM(X, Y) 
BC[n], (X,Y}Eker(MHB(B» 
IBI=b", (Z)V)Epx,y 

However, once we fix a set of columns B, we know 

that there are at most m!bm ! different vertices of 

Per, c) which agree with Z (and W) on all columns 

j rt B. Using this, and the fact that Pr M (X, Y) ~ 
1, we find 

Az,w 
1 

< ,Prw(Z, W) L (m!bm !)3 
BC[ll],IBI=b", 

< 2me
m

-
1
n tll (b:J (m!bm !)3 (10) 

for any (Z, TV) E ker(W). Using bm ::::: 94m2 , we 

have 

Then by Theorem 8 and by (9), we find that TW(C:) 
is 

using the fact that Inl .:::: (em)ll+m-l, and there

fore log Inl is O(n). 

8 Approximate counting 
It is not difficult to turn our sampling algorithm 

into a fully polynomial randomized approxima

tion scheme (fpras) for counting the number of 

vertices Inl of Per, c). We will briefly sketch the 
method. 

If n < 2(m + 1), determine Inl by complete enu

meration, (See, for example, [71.) Otherwise, at 

least n - m + 1 columns j have the single en

try Cj at any vertex, and each column has only n 

10 

cells. Therefore some cell (8, t) contains Ct with 

probability at least (n - m + l)/mn ? 1/(2m). 

Identify such a cell, and estimate the proportion 

p of all tables in which it contains c" by sam

pling. But p = In'l/lnl, where In'l is the number 

of vertices of a transportation polytope P(r', c'). 

Here c' = (Cl, ... ,Ct-l,Ct+l,""Cn ), 'f'~ = rs - Ct, 

and r~ = ri, i = [m] \ {s}. We estimate In'l recur

sively, and hence Inl by In'l/p. 
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